Digital Storytelling

Price

Everyone has a story to tell...
Digital Stories are autobiographical ‘mini movies’ created for people like you.
Using computers, cameras, scanners and photos, we create a digital story
about significant moments or memories in the participant’s life that family and
friends, generations present and future can enjoy, share and cherish forever.

Registration $12,500
Stories are filmed on location and
constructed at our studio.

Digital stories can examine any elements of being human.
Participants have created tributes to important people in their lives, told
stories of love, loss and celebration, experience or recovery from illness and
messages to family.

Who can participate
All kinds of stories in our lives can be developed into multimedia pieces.
We all have a story to tell.
>> Individuals - Digital Storytelling is open to all individuals who are interested
in exploring this unique storytelling process. Individuals may have
clear ideas of stories to create or they may simply be interested in
investigating story options.
>> Community groups - Every community has a collective memory that is
made up of many individual stories. Community groups can create unique
stories that ensure that vital memories and identities are preserved.

How we make a digital story

>> Corporate groups - Digital Storytelling offers countless opportunities to
simply and creatively produce presentation content. Digital Storytelling
can collect and document elements of corporate memory and the
process can also provide a powerful team building technique.

Digital Storytelling creates greater awareness of the
‘ worth of lived experience’. We have a permanent
record for future generations. – Participant

alexharkness@me.com | 0438 2000 69

•• Participants are initially interviewed
to create a brief monologue. We
record it and capture a series of
images on camera.
•• The voice over is then edited to
a selection of multimedia including
moving images and photographs.
•• In order to get the most out of the
program, participants are required
to assist in providing photos, and
identifying areas of interest to
include in the final product.

